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STEAM Vision
Engaging and challenging students through the integration of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) and the Arts, empowering them to become innovative leaders of the future.

The Alchemist
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
The Martian


Magnet Freshman summer reading content is integrated into Science, Math and Technology lessons throughout the year.

“STEAM Days” collaborative training sessions began with Fine Arts, Science, Math, and Technology teacher trainers.
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2018-19 Calendar

Annual STEAM Symposium celebrating student STEAM products with the Community.

Feeder Elementary schools invited to tour and enter STEM and STEAM projects at the STEAM Symposium. Winners selected by high school students.

From STEM to STEAM

STEAM Certification 2012- 2022
STEAM Certification 2017- 2023
From STEM to STEAM

Shrek the Musical, is one example

STEAM Highlights Each week we highlight in our Enews an individual or group that has had a significant impact on our STEAM Program. Shrek the Musical, is one example

STEAM International Tours
2017 Student Reflections

WHS STEAM Padlet fosters collaboration and sparks ideas.

STEAM Contact: Dr. Cheryl Crooks
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